
Pulling Together Safety Equipment requirements 2015 

Mandatory by Transport Canada – No canoes will be allowed to participate without all 

mandatory equipment on board – A safety officer will be checking each day before launching. 

–Skippers will have a PT Canoe Safety/Daily Checklist to assist safety officer in tracking crew 

#’s & confirming safety equipment is on board. 

Mandatory Paddling Gear 

Transport Canada requires that paddlers carry certain safety items on human-powered 

pleasure craft such as canoes, kayaks, and stand up paddleboards. (Paddleboards aren't 

mentioned by name by Transport Canada, but they are currently included in this category.)  

 

The equipment you're required to carry varies by type and length of your craft, and where and when 

you're paddling. You may need any or all of the following items. Visit Transport Canada for more 

details. 

PFD 
Every paddlecraft is required to have "one Canadian-approved personal flotation device or lifejacket 

of appropriate size for each person on board." Inflatable PFDs and belt packs are popular with 

boarders and other paddlers because of their low profile. You must be wearing an inflatable device 

for it to be legal (an excellent habit to get into with foam-filled flotation devices too). Inflatables are 

not legal for whitewater because they are not inherently buoyant. 

Sound Signalling Device 
Every paddlecraft must have "one sound-signalling appliance that meets the applicable standards 

set out in the Collision Regulations, or a sound-signalling device." Provided it's pealess, a simple 

whistle (like the one that comes attached to many PFDs) fulfills this requirement. 

http://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/marinesafety/debs-obs-equipment-size-unpowered-192.htm


Heaving Line 
Almost every paddlecraft is required to have "one buoyant heaving line at least 15m long." Sit-on-top 

kayaks are exempt, provided everyone on board is wearing an approved PFD or lifejacket (inflatable 

or foam). 

Throwlines are great for whitewater paddlers, who can toss them from a river's edge to a companion 

in trouble. They are rarely used by sea kayakers or lake canoeists. Many non-whitewater paddlers 

carry a combination throwline-towline. A towline is more useful for most craft-to-craft rescues in open 

water, and for towing tired or seasick paddlers. If you're paddling on the sea, be sure any hardware 

on your towline is saltwater safe. 

Bailer or Pump 
"One bailer or manual bilge pump or bilge-pumping arrangements." A simple scoop made from a cut-

up bleach bottle would fulfill the law, but a proper pump will empty your boat faster. This requirement 

doesn't apply to a "pleasure craft that cannot hold enough water to make it capsize or a pleasure 

craft that has watertight compartments that are sealed and not readily accessible." So paddleboards, 

self-bailing inflatable kayaks, and sit-on-top kayaks with hatch free flotation compartments are 

exempt.  

Reboarding Device 
"One reboarding device." This is required if the vertical height that must be climbed to reboard is 

more than 0.5m, so most paddlecraft are exempt. If you're paddling open water, consider carrying a 

rescue stirrup anyway. They're great for self or assisted rescues or even for those who can usually 

roll or reboard unassisted.  

Flashlight 
If you're paddling in darkness, fog, or snow, or if your craft is more than 6m long (like many double 

kayaks and expedition canoes) you're required to carry a "watertight flashlight." If you regularly 

paddle at night, consider a steady burning white light that is visible from all sides. It will give other 

boats a better chance of seeing you in time to react safely. 

Flares  
If your craft is over 6m, you're required to carry "Six Canadian-approved flares of Type A (Rocket 

Parachute), B (Multi-Star) or C (Hand)." You're exempt if you're paddling on a river, canal, or lake 

where you can't get more than 1.852km (one nautical mile) from shore, or if your boat "has no 

sleeping quarters and is engaged in an official competition or in final preparation for an official 

competition." Even if you're exempt, think about where and when you paddle, and whether carrying 

flares could increase your safety in an emergency.  

Compass 
The requirement for "One magnetic compass" doesn't apply if your boat is 8m or less and you're 

paddling within sight of seamarks (navigation marks). But a compass is always an excellent tool to 

have in case of fog or GPS failure.  



Radar Reflector 
Transport Canada's requires one radar reflector "in certain circumstances." Most paddlecraft are 

exempt in most situations as "the small size of the vessel or its operation away from radar navigation 

makes compliance impractical." However, this is a good reminder that small, non-metal boats are 

invisible on radar. Prudent paddlers should avoid high traffic waters in restricted visibility. If you're 

accidentally caught in such circumstances, a GPS and a VHF radio could be used to advise bigger 

boats of your location. 

*****Following equipment is best practice for all canoes to have***** 

Pulling Together Safety Officer will be checking for Spare Paddle, First 

Aid Kit and Towline (Mandatory for Pulling Together Canoe Journey’s) 

Paddling Safety Equipment 

Whether you're travelling by canoe or kayak, we recommend carrying some extra paddling 

safety equipment along with the Mandatory equipment required by Transport Canada. 

 

You might consider carrying these items depending on where and when you paddle. 

 Spare paddle 

 Knife 

 Helmet 

 Towline/throwline 

 First aid kit 

 Float bags 

SPARE PADDLE 

http://www.mec.ca/AST/ContentPrimary/Learn/Watersports/WaterSafety/MandatoryPaddlingGear.jsp
http://www.mec.ca/AST/ContentPrimary/Learn/Watersports/WaterSafety/PaddlingSafetyEquipment.jsp#sparepaddle
http://www.mec.ca/AST/ContentPrimary/Learn/Watersports/WaterSafety/PaddlingSafetyEquipment.jsp#knife
http://www.mec.ca/AST/ContentPrimary/Learn/Watersports/WaterSafety/PaddlingSafetyEquipment.jsp#helmet
http://www.mec.ca/AST/ContentPrimary/Learn/Watersports/WaterSafety/PaddlingSafetyEquipment.jsp#towline
http://www.mec.ca/AST/ContentPrimary/Learn/Watersports/WaterSafety/PaddlingSafetyEquipment.jsp#kit
http://www.mec.ca/AST/ContentPrimary/Learn/Watersports/WaterSafety/PaddlingSafetyEquipment.jsp#float


Good to have in case your primary paddle breaks or gets washed away. If you're in a canoe or a 

touring kayak, you can carry a spare (either a one or two-piece model) lashed to the thwarts or deck. 

Whitewater kayakers can buy a paddle that comes apart into four pieces to stow below decks. 

KNIFE 
A good paddling knife should be sharp, strong, rust-resistant, and you should be able to use it with 

one hand. Many paddlers attach their knife to their PFD, where it's always near. A knife can be used 

for cutting entangling lines, or in extreme cases, for cutting pinned whitewater kayakers out of their 

boats. Sharp tips are better for penetrating kayak decks. Blunt tips are better for prying and prevent 

accidental injury. A serrated blade cuts many materials quicker than a smooth blade. 

HELMET 
A helmet is essential if you're paddling whitewater, playing in rock gardens, or landing through surf. 

Get one made specifically for paddling. Bike helmets don't provide the same coverage and aren't 

made for repeated impacts. Climbing helmets aren't designed to drain water rapidly. 

TOWLINE/THROWLINE 
Many open water paddlers carry a combination throwline/towline. Provided it's floating rope, and 

15m or longer, it will meet the Transport Canada requirement for a heaving line, and will be useful on 

open water. (Short, PFD-mounted pigtail towlines are very practical in many situations, but aren't 

classed as heaving lines by Transport Canada.)  

On kayaks, towlines can be attached in three ways: around the cockpit coaming, through a deck eye 

and jam cleat installed on the rear deck, or to a quick-release belt wrapped around the tower's PFD. 

Boat-attached systems reduce stress on the rescuing paddler's body. They ride low and are very 

stable, but are also more prone to getting tangled in rudders and rear deck cargo. PFD-attached 

lines are faster to deploy and less likely to get tangled. Whatever attachment system you choose, 

get proper training and practise before you attempt to tow. 

Whitewater paddlers usually carry a single-purpose throwline, or throw bag. A throw bag is free of 

belts or carabiners, has a more aerodynamic shape, and pays out rope behind it smoothly. A throw 

bag can be thrown faster, further, and more accurately. It can also be repacked more quickly for 

rethrows. Some throw bags are available with line strong enough technical rescues using Z-drags or 

rappels. The line in a waist pack is generally not strong enough these uses. As with towlines, proper 

training and practice is required. 

FIRST AID KIT 
Buy or assemble a kit that's appropriate to the group size and the length of your trip. Keep it 

accessible and protected in a drybag or waterproof box. Add some tincture of benzoin or Friar's 

Balsam to help moleskin or bandages stay stuck in the wet.  

http://www.mec.ca/AST/ContentPrimary/Learn/Watersports/WaterSafety/MandatoryPaddlingGear.jsp


PADDLE FLOAT 
Touring kayakers use a paddle float (either inflatable or made of foam) to get back into a capsized 

boat unassisted. The float slips over one blade of the paddle, which is held or fastened to the righted 

boat, steadying it while the paddler reboards. Inflatable floats are compact and offer great stability 

when in use. But they take time to inflate and are subject to puncture, mildew, and delamination. 

Foam floats take up more room when stored and their smaller volume does not support the boat as 

steadily. But they're instantly ready to use and almost indestructible. 

FLOAT BAGS 
For canoes or kayaks in whitewater or surf, inflatable float bags are essential equipment. Long 

before a craft actually sinks from incoming water, it becomes dangerously unstable and hard to 

manoeuvre. By filling up spaces with air, float bags reduce the amount of water a boat can take on, 

making it less likely to capsize. If your boat should capsize, float bags make it easier to right, 

reboard, and pump out, or swim or tow to shore. And if you can't reboard or get to shore, float bags 

make your boat a more conspicuous, higher-riding thing to cling to while you wait for help. And your 

boat is less likely to be damaged if swept onto a rock or a beach. 

Some recreational kayaks only have a single bulkheaded compartment, usually at the back. A 

tapered float bag in the bow can prevent these boats from assuming an unmanageable nose-down 

angle if flooded. Be sure any float bags are held securely so they won't pop out under water. You 

may need to glue in some D-rings so you can lace float bags into place. 

Tapered float bags that open to hold cargo, then reseal to inflate, are excellent for longer whitewater 

trips or for touring. They act as backup flotation in case hatches or bulkheads leak, and they make 

efficient use of cargo space. Unlike roll-top dry bags, which are usually just dunk-proof, float bags 

stay watertight through prolonged immersion. 

Float bags for canoes come in tapered shapes for bows and sterns, and oversized pillow shapes for 

centres. Both kinds must be held securely in place with interlaced ties. Some whitewater canoes 

come factory equipped with webbing or with eyelets for weaving tie-down cord through. On other 

canoes, you can install an after-market lash point kit, with anchor patches that glue inside the hull.  

 


